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Abstract: In today’s digital environment, large volume of digital data is created
daily and this data accumulates to unforeseen levels. Industries are finding it
increasingly difficult to store data in an effective and trustworthy manner. Distrib-
uted storage appears to be the greatest approach for meeting current data storage
demands at the moment. Furthermore, due to disc crashes or failures, efficient
data recovery is becoming an issue. At present, new data storage techniques are
required in order to restore data effectively even if some discs or servers are
crashed. Hence, this proposed work aims to improve the storage efficiency and
reliability in distributed storage systems (DSSs) to withstand disk failures and
data erasures by modifying the degree distribution of Luby Transform (LT) codes.
Recently, deriving an optimal degree distribution in LT codes becomes an upcom-
ing research field. Hence, in this work, a novel approach called Lower Triangular
Matrix (LTM) based degree distribution is presented for LT encoding. Unlike the
traditional schemes such as Robust Soliton Distribution (RSD), there is no need
for transmitting the neighbor symbols information along with each and every
encoded symbol using LTM-LT codes which results in an efficient utilization of
the bandwidth. Further, the overhead of LTM encoder is reduced by performing
only one XOR operation for the generation of every new encoded symbol. The
performance of LTM-LT codes is evaluated in terms of varying data erasure
and disk failure conditions. Simulation results show that the proposed LTM-LT
codes perform better compared to the traditional schemes such as RSD used for
LT codes in Distributed Storage System.

Keywords: Luby transform (LT) codes; degree distribution; robust soliton
distribution (RSD); lower triangular matrix (LTM); LTM-LT codes; distributed
storage system

1 Introduction

In this section, Luby transform (LT) codes, their characteristics and the encoding and decoding
procedures used in LT codes and finally the applications of LT codes in distributed storage systems are
briefly presented.
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1.1 LT Codes

The first practical implementation of Fountain codes were LT codes invented by Luby in 2002 [1,2]. LT
codes generate unlimited encoding symbols from the original data. Therefore, LT codes are called as rateless
codes [3]. LT codes are simple and efficient [4,5] because the data and the coding symbols are binary in
nature, and also encoding and decoding require only bitwise exclusive OR (XOR) operations. Here,
encoding symbols can be generated on the fly as few or as many as needed [6]. The combination of
encoding symbols is used to recover the original data at the decoder side. In general, the number of
encoded symbols needed to recover the original data is slightly large [7]. The encoding symbols can be
generated as needed and sent to the decoder in order to recover the original data, therefore the loss of
data is not much considered. If the decoder can recover the original data from the minimum combination
of possible encoding symbols, then LT codes are near optimal [8] with respect to any erasure channel
conditions. The encoding and decoding times in LT codes are closely very efficient as a function of the
data length [9]. Therefore, LT codes are near optimal for every erasure channel and they are very efficient
as the data length grows [10].

1.2 LT Encoding and Decoding

Degree distribution is used to form LT codes such that the decoder can recover the original data from the
slightly more coded symbols with high probability [11,12]. In order to recover the original data from the
encoding symbols, the decoder needs to know the degree and the source symbols that form the set of
neighbors of each encoding symbol [13]. The degree of an encoded block is the number of source blocks
involved in the generation of an encoded block. The probability distribution of these degrees over the
whole encoded blocks is called as degree distribution where the degree of the coded symbol is chosen at
random according to that probability distribution [14,15]. Decoder failure occurs, if the decoder is unable
to recover all the original source blocks [16,17].

1.3 Applications

LT codes provide a huge variety of data delivery applications. It is more applicable for one-to-one data
delivery than one-to-many data delivery due to large number of feedbacks needed to be sent by the receivers
to the sender thereby consuming more bandwidth and delay. Also, there is a variety of applications of LT
codes including robust distributed storage, delivery of streaming content, delivery of content to mobile
clients in wireless networks, peer-to-peer applications and delivery of content along multiple paths to
ensure resiliency to network disruptions [18–23]. A distributed storage system can be any of the three
types of storage: block, file, or object. Due to the high-performance requirements of block-level storage
systems, “distributed data storage” usually refers to a single storage system located in a narrow
geographic region. The laws of physics prevent it syncing a system that spans three continents takes too
long [24].

For distributed storage systems (DSSs), erasure codes must provide systematic encoding, low repair
locality, low encoding/decoding complexity, and minimal decoding/storage overhead. However, the
information theoretical constraints have revealed that all of these metrics may need to be carefully
balanced against one another. A systematic version of LT/Raptor codes achieving a trade-off between
repair complexity and overhead is suggested. Also, repairable Fountain codes have recently been
proposed for distributed storage [25]. Many studies have been conducted to address the challenges of
data storage reliability in dispersed systems which suggest that erasure coding and replication-based
methods might be perfect for ensuring the reliability of distributed data storage systems. Wireless Sensor
Networks (WSNs) have long utilised distributed coding, which divides the encoding processes over many
nodes [26].
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The structure of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 briefly describes about the related works. In
Section 3, the proposed degree distribution scheme using LTM is elaborated. Section 4 presents the
performance analysis of LTM-LT codes. Section 5 gives the detailed discussion. Section 6 explains how
improved performance can be achieved on DSSs using LTM-LT codes. Finally, Section 7 provides the
conclusion and future work.

2 Related Works

Generally, two-way communication is used for transmitting data across erasure channels. This includes
the sender transmitting the stream of encoded blocks or symbols in the form of packets and the receiver
decoding the received packets for recovering the original blocks or symbols. The receiver sends an
acknowledgment back to the sender once all the packets are received. If the packet is not decoded
successfully, then the receiver asks the sender to retransmit the packet [27]. The major disadvantage of
this two-way communication is, it requires the feedback channel. But, certain applications like video
storage and video streaming do not have a feedback channel over the Internet. Hence, it may not be
suitable for those applications [28]. In addition, the two-way communication also consumes more
bandwidth and requires more time [29]. The limitations of two-way communication can be overcome by
using LT codes especially for the networks with no feedback by adopting an essentially one-way
communication protocol. The following are the steps involved during the encoding and decoding
processes in LT codes. The sender sends the encoded packets with packet information. The receiver
evaluates each received packet. If any error is found, the packet is discarded. Once the receiver has
enough number of packets to recover the entire source blocks, the decoder starts decoding [30]. Here, the
degree distribution plays a major role in LT codes deciding the time delay factor, bandwidth consumption
and many other factors such as decoding efficiency in LT codes [31].

In LT codes, the degree d of an encoding block is chosen randomly [32] so that the number of encoded
blocks generated in the encoder will also be in random. The main disadvantage of conventional LT codes is
that the average degree of the encoding symbol cannot be determined as the degree is chosen randomly.
Moreover, the average degree may sometimes be larger value and sometimes smaller value. If the average
degree of the encoding symbol is a larger value, more time is required for the decoder to decode as well
as the complexity of the decoder will increase [33]. An exhaustive search strategy to create deterministic
LT codes that could be employed in distributed storage systems to correctly decode the original data
content. However, based on Plank and Thomason’s findings, it’s unclear whether the exhaustive search
technique will be effective or even correct. Therefore, a theoretical investigation of the feasibility and
performance difficulties associated with applying LT codes to distributed storage systems has been
conducted [34].

From the initial work of Luby, the inventor of LT codes, it is inferred that the degree distribution used in
encoder plays a vital role on the performance of LT codes. To achieve the improved performance of LT codes
over erasure channels, various degree distribution approaches have been already proposed in the literature.
The performance of LT codes with different degree distributions like robust soliton distribution (RSD),
suboptimal degree distribution and scale-free (SF) Luby distribution was analyzed in the related works. It
was shown that, all the above three-degree distribution-based LT codes were able to recover the source
blocks efficiently. SF degree distribution-based LT codes perform better in terms of average degree where
large number of encoded blocks has higher degree and a small number of encoded blocks with lower
degree. Hence, SFLT codes require a smaller number of encoded blocks for the successful recovery of
source blocks. Although the average degree and the complexity (that is the number of XOR’s) involved
in encoding and decoding operations are less, this type of degree distribution is not satisfactory over
channels with high erasures.
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2.1 Robust Soliton Distribution

The degree distribution is critical for the LTcode’s performance, and in most LTcodes studies, the robust
Soliton distribution (RSD) is used. RSD has two parameters, c and δ by which the degree distribution may be
altered. The influence of these two factors on the mean degree and decoding performance of the LTcode from
a different perspective. The function of RSD (i.e., RSD(i)) is given by Eq. (1). The extra set of values added to
the elements of the mass function of the Ideal Soliton Distribution (ISD) and then standardizing so that the
values add up to 1 gives RSD(i) as given below.

RSDðiÞ ¼
R=ðiKÞ; i ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; roundðK=RÞ � 1
R lnðR=dÞ=K; i ¼ roundðK=RÞ
0; else

8<
: (1)

The additional real-valued parameter (which is understood as a failure probability) and the constant
parameter c are used here. For the Ideal Soliton Distribution (ISD), the predicted value for degree one
nodes was 1. The Robust Soliton Distribution raises this predicted value to R, which is a constant
provided by Eq. (2).

R ¼ c � lnðK=dÞ :
ffiffiffiffi
K

p
(2)

where,
ffiffiffiffi
K

p
term is needed for R to absorb random fluctuations. The following Eq. (3) gives Beta (β) which is

the normalization factor for RSD.

b ¼
XK
i¼1

ISDðiÞ þ RSDðiÞ (3)

The limitations of the RSD are as follows. All the neighbours involved in the formation of encoded
block are selected randomly in RSD. Sometimes it may lead to the formation of same encoded blocks
again if the neighbours are same. RSD based LT codes needs to store degree and neighbours for every
encoded block. The decoder is assumed to know the degree of every code symbol and the set of
neighbors associated with it. Moreover, it has been observed that RSD’s performance is not always
optimal for finite code length, especially when the code length is small.

Recently, deriving an optimal degree distribution in LT codes becomes an upcoming research field.
Hence, in this work, a novel approach called lower triangular matrix (LTM) based degree distribution is
presented for LT encoding. In order to reduce the number of exclusive OR (XOR) operations, a
predefined degree distribution is used in the proposed LTM based encoder. Unlike the traditional schemes
such as Robust Soliton Distribution (RSD), there is no need for transmitting the neighbor symbols
information along with each and every encoded symbol using LTM-LT code which results in an efficient
utilization of the bandwidth. Further, the overhead of LTM encoder is reduced by performing only one
XOR operation for the generation of every new encoded symbol.

3 Lower Triangular Matrix (LTM)

The block diagram representation of the proposed LTM-LT codes has been illustrated in Fig. 1. This
proposed work introduces a new type of fixed degree distribution using LTM. Here, the number of
encoding blocks as well as the neighbor source blocks involved in each encoded block generation will be
known to the encoder once the input data is given. The block length of the encoding block for the given
data is determined using the procedure described below. Following are the notations used in this work.
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Let the length of the data be k and length of source blocks is represented by total number of source
blocks denoted by n and source blocks are represented by bt, where t = 1, 2, …, n. The total number of
encoded blocks is denoted by N and each encoded block is denoted by Ebj where j = 1, 2, …, N. Let the
degree of the encoded block is denoted by di where i varies from 1 to n.

3.1 Determining Block Length

In LT codes, the very first step is to divide the given input data into some fixed number of blocks known
as source blocks or input symbols. In this work, a novel method has been presented for determining the block
length, lower triangular matrix-based degree distribution which plays a major role on the performance of LT
encoder. Let the total length of the data is denoted by k.

Step 1: Find all the factors of k and arrange them in descending order.

Step 2: Count the total number of factors, let it be c.

Step 3: The third factor starting from the first will be taken as the block length L. By choosing this block
length, the number of calculations (XORs) involved in the generation of encoding blocks can be reduced.

Step 4: The total number of XOR’s or complexity X involved is given by Eq. (4),

X ¼ ðnðnþ 1Þ=2Þ � n (4)

In RSD based LT codes, the encoded blocks are obtained by XOR operations of several, say i source
blocks selected randomly out of n possible source blocks during the coding process. Here, the coding
complexity can be described by the number of operations, which equals i− 1. Now, the average number
of XOR operations E(i) required for each encoded block can be calculated using R(i) which characterizes
the possibility of degree n as given in Eq. (5).

EðiÞ ¼
Xn
i¼1

ði � RðiÞÞ (5)

Further, the overhead of LTM encoder is reduced by performing only one XOR operation for the
generation of every new encoded symbol. If the factors of k are arranged in an ascending order, the block
length L will be too small. Then, the source blocks as well as the encoded blocks will increase which
leads into the increase in overhead at encoder and decoder. Here, the third factor is chosen as L in order

Figure 1: System model of LTM-LT codes
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to get the optimal number of encoded blocks which will decrease the decoder complexity. If the first factor is
chosen as L, it resembles like an uncoded system. For a special case, if the data length k is a prime number,
then append an extra bit to the data to make k either an even or an odd number so that more than two factors
can be possible and then all the blocks will have the same block length. Let us consider the following
example. Let k = 20. The factors of k in a decreasing order are 20, 10, 5, 4, 2 and 1. Hence, the number
of factors c = 6 and therefore the block length is found as L = 3rd term from the beginning after arranging
it in descending order. Hence, L = 5.

3.2 Determining the Number of Source and Encoded Blocks

The total number of source blocks n, involved in the given data is the ratio between the total length of
data k and the block length L as given in Eq. (6).

n ¼ k=L (6)

Then, the total number of encoded blocks is found as given in Eq. (7).

N ¼ ðnðnþ 1Þ=2Þ (7)

3.3 Formation of LTM

The proposed design of fixed degree distribution using LTM for LT codes is described as follows. The
minimum degree dmin of the encoded symbol will be 1 and the maximum degree dmax will be n that is
the number of source blocks. Note that, the value of dmax for the traditional RSD based LT codes is also
n. The only difference is how many numbers of generated encoded blocks is going to have dmax as n in
the case of RSD. Then, the corresponding number of encoded blocks of each degree d is illustrated in
Fig. 2. It is clearly implicit that the number of encoded blocks of degree 1 is n and number of encoded
blocks of degree 2 is n− 1 and so on, where d1 represents encoded blocks with degree 1, d2 represents
encoded blocks with degree 2 and dn represents encoded blocks with degree n (that is encoded blocks
with maximum degree dmax) as shown in Fig. 2.

3.3.1 Encoded Blocks Generation
This subsection details about the formation of lower triangular matrix (LTM) for LT codes. First, the

initial lower triangular matrix needs to be formed as shown in Fig. 3.

3.3.2 First Lower Triangular Matrix
Let the encoded blocks are represented as Ebj, where j = 1, 2, …,, N. Fig. 3 clearly shows that, the first

encoded block Eb1 is the block bdn that is first source block. The second encoded block Eb2 will be the XOR
between the first encoded block that is Eb1 and the last block present in the second row of the matrix that is

Figure 2: Number of encoded blocks for the given degree
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bdn�1 as shown in Eq. (8), where � represents XOR operation.

Eb2 ¼ Eb1 � bdn�1 (8)

3.3.3 Second Lower Triangular Matrix
The second lower triangular matrix can be obtained as shown in Fig. 4 by removing the first column of

the initial triangular matrix shown in Fig. 3. The same procedure used in the initial triangular matrix can also
be followed for finding the encoded blocks involved in the second lower triangular matrix.

3.3.4 (n− 1)th Lower Triangular Matrix
Fig. 5 shows the (n − 1)th lower triangular matrix which consists of only two rows by which the encoded

blocks can be generated.

Figure 3: Formation of initial lower triangular matrix

Figure 4: Second lower triangular matrix

Figure 5: (n − 1)th lower triangular matrix
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3.3.5 nth Lower Triangular Matrix
Fig. 6 shows the nth lower triangular matrix which consists of only one element d1. This d1 element

forms the only one encoded block that is the last source block bn itself as given in Eq. (9).

EbN ¼ bn (9)

Fig. 7 illustrates the histogram of LTM based degree distribution proposed in this work. The input format
to the LTM-LT encoder is text. Characters are used to make words and phrases in text. These characters are
converted to binary by using an American Standard Code for Information Interchange (ASCII) value. Once
the ASCII value is known, it will be converted into binary which is an 8-bit code.

The histogram clearly states that the number of degree 1 encoded blocks are 1000 and the number of
encoded symbols with degree as 1000 is zero. This is the significant advantage of the LTM-LT codes. In
the existing RSD based LT codes, the maximum degree dmax of an encoded block can be the number of
source blocks itself (1000) which involves 999 (i.e., 1000–1) XOR operations as the maximum which is
the complexity of the state-of-art degree distribution-based LT Codes. Let the given data length k =
100000, then the block length L is determined as 100. Hence, the number of source blocks n becomes as
1000 by using Eqs. (6) and (7). Hence, the degree of encoding blocks varies between 1 and 1000. Fig. 7
shows the distribution of degree of the overall encoded symbols generated using the LTM based degree
distribution.

3.3.6 A Toy Example for LTM-LT Codes
The important characteristics of LTM-LT codes are as follows.

� the size of the encoded file is less when compared to size of the encoded file which is generated by
RSD.

Figure 6: nth lower triangular matrix

Figure 7: LTM based degree distribution
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� no need to store the degree and neighbours involved in generation of each encoded block.

� all the encoded symbols are unique.

� since data is encoded and saved, it is highly secure.

Let the message to be encoded using LTM-LTcodes is 100011011001111110001101 where the length of
the message is 24. Let consider the block length be 6. Now, the message is divided into source blocks with
equal block length as 6 as b1 =100011, b2 =011001, b3 =111110, and b4= 001101. A toy example is
illustrated in Fig. 8.

4 Simulation Results

In this work the encoded file generated using LTM is stored in distributed manner. The encoded file
formed is shared among 4 disks as shown in Fig. 9. The LTM-LT codes have been simulated using Java.
The total number of input bits, the data length k has been considered as 100000, and the erasure
probability is taken as zero. For a given input of fixed size, if the length of each block is increased, then
the number of source blocks decreases according to the formula proposed in Eq. (6) and due to the
decrease in the number of source blocks, the number of encoded blocks will also be decreased according
to the proposed algorithm in Section 3. Hence, the block length is inversely proportional to the number of
source blocks as well as the number of encoded blocks. By varying the block length L, the corresponding
number of source blocks n and the required number of encoded blocks N are tabulated as shown in
Tab. 1 by using Eqs. (6) and (7) described in Section 3.

The main advantage of LTM-LT codes is that there is no need to send explicitly the degree and the
neighbor blocks that are involved in the generation of each encoded block irrespective of the erasure
probability. Hence, the modified decoder algorithm using the same LTM used in LT encoder has been
proposed for decoding. Therefore, it is enough to send the total data length k alone to the decoder which
will compute the block length, the degree and the neighbor blocks involved in the encoded blocks
automatically by using the same principle LTM used in LT encoder when erasure probability is zero.

Figure 8: A toy example for LTM-LT Codes

Figure 9: Distributed storage
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If the erasure probability is greater than zero, then the decoder will make use of the unique block id
received along with each encoded block for constructing LTM. Whatever may be the erasure channel
probability, if the decoder received the first n encoded blocks that is the encoded blocks formed from the
initial or first lower triangular matrix, then these received encoded blocks itself are well enough for
the decoder to recover the entire source blocks. Since the logic used in encoder and decoder are same, the
decoder can easily generate the degree and neighbor array of source blocks for the corresponding
received encoded block. When compared with the conventional LT codes, LTM-LT codes result in the
usage of very less bandwidth. This approach is clearly explained in Section 5. The following Fig. 10
illustrates the relationship between the block length and source blocks according to the proposed LTM
algorithm.

From Fig. 10, it is clearly found that for the increase in block length, the number of source blocks is
getting decreased. Likewise, the number of encoded blocks is getting decreased for the increase in block
length as shown in Fig. 11. Figs. 10 and 11 clearly prove that the number of source blocks as well as the
number of encoded blocks’ block length is inversely proportional to the block length. The relationship
between the source blocks and the encoded blocks is described in Fig. 12.

From Fig. 12, it is clearly noted that, a greater number of source blocks implies that a greater number of
encoded blocks needed for transmission of data which consumes more redundancy, bandwidth, encoder and
decoder logic times and increases the complexity of the system but at the same time, it may help the decoder
to recover all source blocks successfully. In this work, the performance of LMT-LT codes are analyzed for

Table 1: Source blocks vs. encoded blocks for the given block length

Sl. No. Block length (L) Source blocks (n) Encoded blocks (N)

1 100 1000 500500

2 200 500 125250

3 300 334 55945

4 400 250 31375

5 500 200 20100

6 600 167 14028

7 700 143 10296

8 800 125 7875

9 900 112 6328

10 1000 100 5050

11 1500 67 2278

12 2000 50 1275

13 2500 40 820

14 3000 34 595

15 3500 29 435

16 4000 25 325

17 4500 23 276

18 5000 20 210
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given data using larger block length L by the means of encoder and decoder logic time and decoding
efficiency. Here, the given block length L varies between 1000 and 5000 where k = 100000.

Tab. 2 describes the performance of LTM-LT codes in terms of encoder and decoder delay and the block
length as the metrics.

Fig. 13 illustrates that the encoder logic time decreases with the increase in the block length. This is
because of the decrease in the number of source blocks n as the block length L increases. Therefore, the
number of encoded blocks N gets decreased. As similar like encoder logic time shown in Fig. 13, the
decoder logic time also decreases with the increase in the block length as shown in Fig. 14. By
comparing the performance of LTM-LT codes shown in Figs. 13 and 14, it is inferred that decoder logic
time has smaller values than encoder logic time. This is because of the encoder has to generate the
encoded blocks with all the possible combinations. But the decoder need not process all the encoded
blocks. Once it recovers all the source blocks, the decoder gets terminated. The following Fig. 15

Figure 10: Block length vs. source blocks

Figure 11: Block length vs. encoded blocks
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describes the performance of LTM-LT codes in terms of decoding efficiency as the metric for the given
erasure probability varies between 0.1 and 0.8 and the block length as 1000.

Form Fig. 15, it is inferred that for fixed message length and block length and variable erasure
probability, the decoding efficiency of 100% can be achieved using the proposed LTM-LT codes for
erasure probability up to 0.5. After that the decoding efficiency is decreasing at a constant rate. Hence,
erasure probability and decoding efficiency are inversely proportional to each other after the erasure
probability 0.5. Following are some of the observations from the performance analysis of LTM-LT codes.

■ Decoding efficiency is directly proportional to the number of source blocks.
■ Decoding efficiency is directly proportional to the number of encoded blocks.
■ Decoding efficiency is inversely proportional to block length
■ Decoding efficiency is inversely proportional to erasure probability of the channel.

For the given message length k = 100000 bits and the block length L as 1,000, the proposed LTM-LT
codes will result in 100 source blocks which leads to 5050 encoded blocks. Hence, using the proposed
LTM-LT codes 100% recovery of source blocks can be possible even at the erasure probability of 0.9.
For the given probability of erasure as 0.9, the number of received encoded blocks (REB) out of
5050 transmitted encoded blocks (EB) collected at the destination is 0.9 × 5050. That is 4545 which is
more than enough to recover the original source blocks of 100. Hence, the proposed LTM-LT codes

Figure 12: Source length vs. encoded blocks

Table 2: Encoder and decoder logic time for different block lengths

Sl. No. Block length (L) Encoder logic time (in s) Decoder logic time (in s)

1 1000 0.856 0.263

2 2000 0.366 0.137

3 3000 0.235 0.124

4 4000 0.139 0.095

5 5000 0.117 0.053
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achieve the decoding efficiency of 100% at the erasure probability of 0.9 which is the significant advantage of
the proposed work.

5 Discussions on LTM-LT Codes

5.1 Minimum Number of XOR Operations are Used in LTM–LT Codes

5.1.1 LTM–LT Encoder
The number of source blocks is fixed as eight, taking into consideration the ASCII length of each

character. So, by dividing the total length of data by eight we can get the block length of each block. The
total number of encoded blocks is calculated using the formula N = (n(n + 1)/2). There will be
10 encoded blocks if n = 4. In the encoding process, let us consider SB = Source Block and EB = Encoded
Block, � implies XOR operation. Neighbor Array (NA) consists of the details of the source blocks used
for the formation of the Encoded Block (EB). For example, encoding is performed as follows in
Eqs. (10)–(13) for each LTM.

Figure 13: Encoder logic time vs. block length

Figure 14: Decoder logic time vs. block length
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EB1 ¼ SB1; (10)

The NA of EB1 is [1].

EB2 ¼ EB1� SB2; (11)

The NA of EB2 is [1, 2].

EB3 ¼ EB2� SB3; (12)

The NA of EB2 is [1, 2, 3].

EB4 ¼ EB3� SB4; (13)

The NA of EB4 is [1, 2, 3, 4].

The same procedure can be continued till all the encoded blocks are generated as described in Tab. 3. It
can be seen that at any point of time, for the generation of a new encoded block, at most the LTM-LT encoder
will be performing only a “single XOR operation” at every stage for the generation of an EB. This is a major
advantage of LTM-LT codes which helps in reducing the time taken for encoding the source blocks and also
the overhead of the encoder.

5.1.2 LTM–LT Decoder
The above process can be implemented in the decoding process too. Take any two blocks with

consecutive block ids in any Lower Triangular Matrix and perform XOR operation to recover the source
block. Let us consider REB = Received Encoded Block, RSB = Recovered Source Block, � implies XOR
operation. Neighbor Array (NA) consists of the details of the source blocks present in the Recovered
Source Block by using Eqs. (14)–(17).

RSB1 ¼ REB1; (14)

Figure 15: Decoding efficiency vs. erasure probability
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So, the NA of RSB1 is [1].

RSB2 ¼ REB1� RSB2; (15)

After XOR, the NA of RSB2 is [2]. So, the SB2 (that is Source Block 2) is recovered.

RSB3 ¼ REB2� RSB3 (16)

After XOR, NA of RSB3 = [3]

So, the SB3 (that is Source Block 3) is recovered.

RSB4 ¼ REB3� RSB2 (17)

After XOR, NA of RSB4 = [4]

So, the SB4 (that is Source Block 4) is recovered. Similarly, the number of XOR operations performed in
the decoder can also be decreased. Tab. 4 illustrates the number of XOR operations involved in LTM-LT
codes. It is observed that by increasing the block length, we can very much reduce the number of XOR
operations.

5.2 No Need of Transmitting the Neighbor Array

Since bandwidth is a scarce resource, any degree distribution algorithm should lead into no wastage of
channel bandwidth. As per the proposed LTM based degree distribution, the same logic has been used for
generating the Neighbor array with the help of unique block id in both the sender and receiver that are
located in the different areas. It is a major advantage of LTM compared to the traditional algorithms as
there is no need for transmitting the Neighbor array along with each and every encoded block or packet.

5.3 Zero Redundancy at Zero Percentage Erasure

Consider that the number of packets that got erased in the process of transmitting through the channel is
zero. As per our proposed LTM based degree distribution, by the first n (where n = no of source blocks)
encoded blocks itself, it is possible for the decoder to recover all the source blocks. Hence, the
redundancy is zero. But in RSD, the number of packets transmitted will be always more than n. Hence, in
conventional LT codes, there exists redundancy.

Table 3: Neighbour array for all possible encoded blocks

Sl. No. Encoded block (EB) Neighbour array (NA)

1 EB1 [1]

2 EB2 [1, 2]

3 EB3 [1, 2, 3]

4 EB4 [1, 2, 3, 4]

5 EB5 [2]

6 EB6 [2, 3]

7 EB7 [2, 3, 4]

8 EB8 [3]

9 EB9 [3, 4]

10 EB10 [4]
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5.4 Security of Data Being Transmitted

Since the data is being encoded and data transferred over the network, the attackers have no idea of the
data being transmitted, their degree, as well the neighbor array combination used for generation of the data.
So, it is almost impossible to crack the data which is being transmitted. Hence the data is secure.

6 Improving Distributed Storage System’s Performance by Using LTM-LT Codes

Tabs. 5 and 6 show the average recovery percentage of whole data when certain disks got failed (denoted
as ‘N’, where ‘Y’ represents available) when implemented using RSD and LTM respectively. In this analysis,
4 disks are considered for distributed storage in both RSD and LTM.

6.1 Performance of RSD

From Tab. 5, it is inferred that RSD falls short when utilized in a distributed storage system, particularly
when many disks fail.

6.2 Performance of LTM

From Tab. 6, it is inferred that LTM performs well in most of the cases in distributed storage system. On
comparing the results of both RSD and LTM, it is clearly shown that LTM performs better than RSD in case

Table 4: Number of XOR operations using LTM-LT codes

Sl. No. Block length (L) Source blocks (n) Encoded blocks (N) Number of XOR operations

1 1000 100 5050 4950

2 1500 67 2278 2211

3 2000 50 1275 1225

4 2500 40 820 780

5 3000 34 595 561

6 3500 29 435 406

7 4000 25 325 300

8 4500 23 276 253

9 5000 20 210 190

Table 5: Average data recovery percentage for RSD

Disk 1 Disk 2 Disk 3 Disk 4 Average recovery %

Y Y N N 91.25

Y N Y N 85

Y N N Y 78.75

N Y Y N 87.5

N Y N Y 85

N N Y Y 77.5
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of multiple disk failures in distributed storage system. The performance of RSD and LTM has been plotted by
varying the different combinations of 4 disks as shown in Fig. 16.

7 Conclusion

In this work, a novel degree distribution approach has been proposed for LT codes using LTM. The
objective of LTM-LT codes is to achieve 100% decoding efficiency over erasure channels even at higher
erasure probability. Simulation results clearly show that the proposed LTM-LT codes achieve better
utilization of bandwidth, higher decoding efficiency at higher erasure probability, less encoder/decoder
delays in comparison with traditional degree distribution schemes. In the conventional LT codes, the
degree and the neighbor source blocks are sent to the decoder along with each encoded block. In LTM-
LT codes, instead of sending all those encoding related data, a unique block id will be assigned to each
encoded block by LTM encoder that is transmitted along with each encoded block. Since the logic used
in encoder and decoder are same, the decoder can easily generate the degree and neighbor array for the
corresponding received encoded block. When compared with the conventional LT codes, this results in
the usage of very less bandwidth and found to be more reliable. Hence, these characteristics of LTM–LT
codes can find its suitability in the distributed storage. Further analysis of LTM-LT codes for smaller
message length is a part of our future work.

Funding Statement: The authors received no specific funding for this study.
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Table 6: Average data recovery percentage for LTM

Disk 1 Disk 2 Disk 3 Disk 4 Average recovery %

Y Y N N 100

Y N Y N 100

Y N N Y 100

N Y Y N 90.625

N Y N Y 100

N N Y Y 78.125

Figure 16: Performance of RSD and LTM by varying disk combinations
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